
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Her _____________ eyes fell instantly, and a deep blush mantled her
cheek.
1.

(large/dark)
large dark

Yet Gluck, however conscious of the ideal unity between music and poetry,
never thought of bringing this about by a sacrifice of any of the forms of his
_______________ art.

2.

(own/peculiar)own peculiar

_______________ passages to these might be cited.3. (many/similar)Many similar

Finally, the mistress, knowing that ________________ rats were still
fasting, determined to finish her work.
4.

(certain/young)
certain young

But in spite of that, he was almost too late, and every fight had been fought
save the last, which was between a snake and a ______________ raven.
5.

(black/great)
great black

Mr. Blyth, also, has made the same observation with respect to the
___________________ races known in India.
6.

(domestic/various)various domestic

This was just the ___________________ tree she wanted.7.
(little/beautiful)

beautiful little

That great host had been put to flight by a small band of German warriors,
led by a prince of German blood on the side of father and mother, and
marked by the fair hair and the _____________ eye of Germany.

8.

(clear/blue)clear blue

There was a flourish of trumpets, and the salutes fired from
________________ mortars were echoed back from the mountains.
9.

(several/small)
several small

The secret of a beautiful old age is as well worth seeking as that of a
_________________ maidenhood.
10.

(young/charming)charming young

But even that was a ____________ way.11. (good/long)good long

He saw nothing different from ______________ children.12. (young/other)other young
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The vast countries which the Roman conquerors had united under the
______________ form of administration, were imperceptibly crumbled into
minute fragments; till at length the whole empire was distributed into one
hundred and sixteen provinces, each of which supported an expensive and
splendid establishment.

13.

(same/simple)

same simple

The subdued chuckling of the wagon in the sand outside the gate startled
her with its unmistakable reality after so _____________ impressions that
she heard it.

14.

(false/many)
many false

I shall follow the ___________ Englishman, who left you his executor.15.
(old/poor)

poor old

To protect the fish from this motley floating population ____________
laws have been passed, and there is a fish patrol to see that these laws are
enforced.

16.

(wise/many)

many wise

Each mind makes its _____________ world.17. (little/own)own little

It has entered into the popular mind as no _________________ book
ever has, and it may be said to have created a social realm which, with all its
whimsical conceit, has almost historical solidity.

18.

(other/American)

other American

They shared the shade of this part of the temple with distinguished
masters of sculpture and painting, architecture and poetry, and conversed
together with the graceful animation of Greeks endowed with
_____________________ gifts.

19.

(great/intellectual)great intellectual

Scarcely was the attempt made, when he discovered the
________________ army, arranged in order for battle, moving out against
him.

20.

(British/whole)
whole British
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